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ABSTRACT
An interesting and important aspect in the development of a radioisotope powered, thermoelectric generator
for space application includes the assurance of radiological safety under all operational conditions· The
many facets of this work include:
1*
2·
3·
k.
5·
6·
7·
8·

Hot cell fuel core loading
Transportation of the radioisotope fuel core
Fuel core transfer to the generator
Generator shielding
Launch abort procedures
Launch pad flight vehicle failure conditions
Launch ascent flight vehicle failure conditions
Re-entry from extra-terrestrial flight

This discussion, however, will be confined to that portion of an extensive Safety Program dealing with flight
vehicle failure and re-entry from orbital flight· In
particular, the paper highlights the analyses and tests
that have been conducted to establish complete radioisotope fuel containment in the cases of 1.
2·

Vehicle failure on the launch pad
Vehicle failure during launch ascent

and fuel burnup at high altitude in the case of *

1· Re-entry from orbital flight
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Following this introduction, a twenty-minute color
film will be shown· This film will summarize the results
of the entire radiological safety effort associated with
the development of SNAP IA, a 125 electrical watt, thermoelectric generator having a one-year life expectancy at
rated power· The various tests conducted to demonstrate
a safe environment during the life of the radioisotope
fuel will be reviewed· Included in this summary are:
1.
2·
3·
4·
5·
6·

High velocity fuel core impact tests
High temperature fire tests
Explosion and shock tests
LOX immersion tests
Corrosion and material compatibility tests
Plasma jet re-entry burnup tests

SAFETY ANALYSES AND TESTS OF A
RADIOISOTOPE POWERED THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR
An interesting and important aspect in the development of a radioisotope powered, thermoelectric generator
for space application includes the assurance of radiological safety under all operational conditions· The
many facets of this work include:
1·
2·
3·
*f·
5#
6·
7·
8·

Hot cell fuel core loading
Transportation of the radioisotope fuel core
Fuel core transfer to the generator
Generator shielding
Launch abort procedures
Launch pad flight vehicle failure conditions
Launch ascent flight vehicle failure conditions
Re-entry from extra-terrestrial flight

This discussion, however, will be confined to that portion of an extensive Safety Program dealing with flight
vehicle failure and re-entry from orbital flight· In
particular, the paper highlights the analyses and tests
that have been conducted to establish complete radioisotope fuel containment in the cases of 1·
2·

Vehicle failure on the launch pad
Vehicle failure during launch ascent and fuel
burnup at high altitude in the case of re-entry
from orbital flight.
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Following this introduction, a twenty-minute color
film will be shown· The film will summarize results of
an entire radiological safety effort associated with the
development of SNAP IA, a 125 electrical watt, thermoelectric generator having a one-year life expectancy at
rated power· The generator design is shov/n in Figure 1.
The various tests conducted to demonstrate a safe environment during the life of the radioisotope fuel will be
reviewed· Included in this filmed summary are:
1.
2·
3·
4·
5·
6·

High velocity fuel core impact tests
High temperature fire tests
Explosion and shock tests
LOX immersion tests
Corrosion and material compatibility tests
Plasma jet re-entry burnup tests

Launch Pad Flight Vehicle Failures

(Ref· 1)

Launch pad failures occur on or directly above the
launch pad at an altitude range of 0 to 1000 feet and
within a time interval of several minutes before launch
to 15 seconds after launch· The extreme condition would
occur on the launch pad due to booster failure· Referring
to Figure 2, a 6000 F fireball and explosion with attendant Shockwave overpressures of 8000 psi would be
initially encountered as the liquid propellants of the
booster stage explode· The final or injection stage containing hypergolic propellants would then fall back into
the debris promoting a high temperature fire· This fire
would vary in temperature between 4500 F and 2000 F for
a time duration of about eight minutes·
In order to demonstrate the design integrity of the
fuel core to withstand such rigors without radioisotope
exposure, explosion, fire and LOX immersion tests were
conducted at the Aberdeen Proving Ground·
In the explosion tests, one-third scale,pre-heated
Inconel X and Hastelloy B fuel cores and graded strength
fuel containers were exposed to Shockwave overpressures
of 1020 psi associated with the detonation of one ton of
TNT· It was the purpose of this test to demonstrate fuel
containment in the case of launch vehicle booster explosion on the launch pad, and to establish the factor of
safety through failure level of the graded strength
materials· Referring to Figure 3* a minimum safety
factor of five was established, based upon slight surface
damage to a 10,000 psi tensile strength material· The
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preheated fuel containers utilizing high strength
materials v/ere entirely undamaged·
The fire test was conducted using several full-scale
high strength fuel containers made from Inconel X,
Hastelloy B and Type 316 S/S and a complete generator
with exception of the thermoelectric assemblies. Electrical heaters were used to preheat the specimens· The fire
was initiated with a charge of aniline and red fuming
nitric acid which in turn ignited a tank of JP-Λ· Scrap
metal containing aluminum and magnesium was used to simulate launch vehicle debris· The purpose of this test was
to demonstrate fuel containment in the case of launch pad
fire following booster failure· Temperatures varying
between *f200°F to *fÇX)°F were recorded for a period of
30 minutes· Results of these tests were remarkably good,
as can be seen in Figures *t and 5·
The LOX immersion test was made to demonstrate
structural integrity for a condition wherein an exposed
fuel core at operating temperature may fall into the
liquid oxygen of the rocket booster· It was the purpose
of this test to establish the effect of extreme thermal
shock on fuel core integrity· The result of this testf
wherein a full-scale heated core was immersed in LOXf
was again satisfactory· No signs of block cracking or
crazing were observed· Inconel X, the material used in
this test, will therefore maintain its integrity in the
presence of cryogenic oxidizers and is not affected by
extreme thermal shock·
Launch Ascent Failures: (Ref· 1)
Ascent failures are defined as failures occurring
on the ascent trajectory from about 1000 feet altitude
to 300 miles altitude where injection stage propulsion
would be initiated· Failures can occur within a time
range of 15 to 585 seconds after launch· Five types of
ascent failures were considered which are illustrated
in Figure 6· These are:
1·
2·
3·
4··
5·

Failure
Failure
Failure
Failure
Failure

at
at
at
at
at

pitchover
maximum dynamic pressure
booster separation
sustainer burnout
final stage ignition
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Analyses of these launching vehicle failure conditions showed that an additional test requirement was
necessary to demonstrate structural integrity of the fuel
core· This condition involved terminal velocity impact
of the exposed fuel core on the earth's surface· In
cases of failure at sustainer burnout or later in the
launch ascent, aerodynamic heating above 100 Btu/ft2-sec
for 20 seconds, with a peak heating rate of 238 Btu/ft "
sec can be expected. The skin and structural support
members* would melt away, exposing the fuel core at impact·
Core temperature would be about 1500 F and impact velocity - about 500 ft/sec·
The initial series of tests were made using consolidated earth and granite as the impact media· As shown in
Figure 7i impact against consolidated earth was quite
satisfactory· Impact against granite was not at all favorable as can be readily observed in Figure 8· This
information, however, did serve to establish the second
series of cores for impact tests and are shown in Figure
9· In the second series of tests which were conducted
against granite and water media, drilled cores with impact load absorbing caps withstood the tests quite
successfully· Results of these tests are shown in Figure
10·
Re-entry from Orbital Flight (Ref· 2)
In the case of SNAP IA, it was necessary to demonstrate burnup of the fuel core above 100,000 feet
altitude upon re-entry from orbit· Referring to Figure
11, we can observe that exposure of the fuel pellets
produces a heating rate that increases from l80 to a peak
of 270 Btu/ft -sec and then reduces to 120 Btu/ft -sec at
an altitude of 120,000 ft. The time available for burnup
down to an altitude of 120,000 feet is about 175 seconds·
A plasma flame generator was utilized to obtain final fuel forms and container materials burnup characteristics· Cerium-lM+ fuel in the form of eerie oxide
pellets with ablation promoting addatives or cerous fluoride pellets was found to exhibit very favorable ablation
rates· Typical test data are shown in Table 1·
Ablation of material in the plasma flame is shown in
Figure 12· Particles collected upon initial ablation are
shown in Figure 13· It should be emphasized that further
reduction in particle size will occur as aerodynamic
heating continues on re-entry·
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Before showing the film report, we may summarize
this discussion of the SNAP IA generator shown in Figure
l*f and the integrity of its fuel core as follows:
1*

Complete containment of the radioisotope
fuel within the fuel core has been
demonstrated for launch pad and launch
ascent hazards.

2·' On orbital re-entry, burnup of the fuel
to 10 micron or less, particle sizes
will occur above 100,000 feet altitude·
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Table 1

MATERIAL
CeF^

THICKNESS
(IN.)
0.098
0.150
0200

HEAT FLUX
(BTUFTVSEC;

GAS FLOW
CCFH)

ιβι
181

100
100
100

181

BURN THROUGH
TIME
CSEC)
11.4
17.3
22.8

ABLATION
RATE
(SEC/IN.)
life.3
115.3
M4.0
AVG 115.2

CaFj

48.2

0.098

325

100

4.72

0.150

32Ç

100

7.56

50.4

0.200

325

100

9.46

47. S
AVG 4 8 . 6

Ce02+IO%SiC

0.100

181

100

50

50.0

0 . ISO

181

100

52.6

0.200

181

100

7.9
1 1.6

58 0
AVG 53.5"

C*O 2 -H0%SiC

0.100

325

100

3.6

36 0

0.150

325

100

5.2

34.7

0.200

325

100

5.8

29.8
AVG 3 3 . 5

PLASMA FLAME ABLATION TEST DATA
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SNAP IA
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Fig. 3

Fig. k

Graded Strength l/3 Scale Fuel Cores
After Explosion Test

Fuel Core Removal From Generator After
Fire Test
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Figo $

Bare Fuel Gores After F i r e Test

ALTITUDE

Fig. 6

Conditions Of Ascent Abort At Various
Points In Preinjection Trajectory
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Figo 7 First Series Inconel X and Hastelloy B
Fuel Cores After Impact Against
Consolidated Earth

Fig# 8 First Series Inconel X and Hastelloy B
Fuel Cores After Impact Against Granite
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Fig· 9

Second Series Inconel X Fuel Cores
for Granite Impact

Fig· 10

Second Series Inconel X Fuel Cores
After Granite and Water Impact
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Fig. 11

SNAP IA Post-Orbital Reentry

Fig. 12

Rurnup Testing
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Fig. Ik

SNAP IA Generator in Final Assembly
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